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Introduction and Commentary by Jeffrey Hause. The third volume of The
Hackett Aquinas, a series of central philosophical treatises of Aquinas in new,
state-of-the-art translations accompanied by a thorough commentary on the text.
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A revision of the most comprehensive and richly diverse anthology available for the teaching of medieval
philosophy, the third edition features judicious new selections, a completely redesigned page, and greatly
improved translations based on new critical editions.
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REVIEWS
"A very fine book on human nature, both what it is and what philosophers
have thought about it - philosophers in an inclusive sense, from Plato and
Aristotle to Mengzi and Xunzi, from Hume and Kant to Ibn al-Arabi to Marx
and Rousseau and including many others. The writing is lively and
accessible, the philosophy insightful, and the sense of human possibilities
conveyed admirable. It will fit nicely into many different sorts of classes."
John Perry, Stanford University
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TRUTH IN FICTION
Edited by Franck Lihoreau
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The essays collected in this volume are all concerned with the connection
between fiction and truth. This question is of utmost importance to
metaphysics, philosophy of language, philosophical logic and epistemology,
raising in each of these areas and at their intersections a large number of
issues related to creation, existence, reference, identity, modality, belief,
assertion, imagination, pretence, etc. All these topics and many more are
addressed in this collection, which brings together original essays written
from various points of view by philosophers of diverse trends. These essays
constitute major contributions to the current debates that the connection
between truth and fiction continually enlivens, and give a sense of the
directions in which research on this question is heading.
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